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Chairman’s Address and Welcome   
 
Good Morning, it is now 11.00am,  as a quorum is present, I declare the meeting open.  
 
My name is William Johnson, I am the Non-Executive Chairman of BluGlass Limited, and I am pleased to welcome 
you to the 2018 Annual General Meeting of the company. 
 
I call upon the secretary to advise whether the meeting is properly constituted.  
  
Next, I would like to introduce my fellow directors, our Managing Director, Mr. Giles Bourne, Mr. Vivek Rao, Mr 
James Walker and Mr. Stephe Wilks who joined the Board this year.  
 
I would also like to introduce the company’s, Chief Operations and Technology Officer (CTO) Dr. Ian Mann, and 
our Company Secretary Emmanuel Correia.  
 
Representatives of our Auditors, Grant Thornton are also present.  
 
To begin, I would like to say a few words about the strategic objectives and focus of BluGlass. 
 
Giles will then update you on our various collaborations that have created a foundation for how we expect to 
transition BluGlass into commercial activities, as we deploy the RPCVD technology to market.  
 
Following this, Ian will present a technology update on the latest results that are not subject to partner 
confidentiality agreements. 
 
Finally, I will table the formal accounts and provide investors with the opportunity to ask questions before 
proceeding with the formal business of the meeting. 
 
BluGlass Vision & Objective  
 

Our vision for the company is to see the competitive advantages of RPCVD adopted as a mainstream solution in 
the rapidly growing opto-electronics industry – where our process and equipment will be utilised in high brightness 
(HB) LEDs, microLEDs and power electronics applications across the globe. 

 
To deliver this vision, BluGlass’ business objective for the near-term continues to be to deliver a commercial deal 



 

 

with one or more of our industry partners as we gain industry acceptance of 
RPCVD’s unique competitive advantages. 
 
  
The RPCVD Solution  
 
BluGlass’ unique platform technology, called remote plasma chemical vapour deposition (RPCVD) has the 
potential to be used for the manufacture of high value semiconductor materials, called nitrides, which are enabling 
materials used in an ever-growing number of electronics and power devices.  
 
As the industry continues to evolve and require smaller, higher performing devices applicable in a broadening 
number of applications, RPCVD can offer manufacturers several commercial advantages over current 
manufacturing techniques.  
 
By operating at temperatures several hundred degrees cooler than the incumbent industry technology for nitride 
deposition, BluGlass’ technology can help develop higher performing, smaller devices at lower cost.  
 
These advantages also enable BluGlass to establish novel applications not previously possible with the high 
temperature MOCVD manufacturing process. 
 
We are now looking to capitalise on these competitive capabilities and assist the next generation of nitride 
innovators in delivering the electronics of the future. 
 
We have focused on the following areas to maximise the opportunity of delivering commercial solutions at scale: 

 development of the RPCVD technology into a commercially viable manufacturing technique 

 joint development of applications with industry partners for high-performance LEDs, 

microLEDs and power electronics applications 

 continued protection of associated intellectual property using a global patent strategy 

 
Market Growth Opportunity & Industry Perspectives Slides 
 
The market opportunities for nitrides and BluGlass’ RPCVD technology continue to expand exponentially. This is 
underpinned by the global demand for greater connectivity and automation. 
 
Our three initial entry markets each have strong growth potential: 

 The global HB LED market, is estimated to reach US$96.7B by 2024, with a CAGR of 15.9%. 
The microLED market is predicted to grow with a CAGR of more than 80% from a near zero base to 
US$20.5B by 2025; and 

 The Gallium Nitride (GaN) for power electronics opportunity also starting from a near zero base will grow 
steadily to reach ~US$270M by 2021. 

Giles will go into further detail on the market opportunities in his address. 
 
 

Financial Performance 
 

During the year our revenue from custom epitaxy services increased by 30% even as we have increased our focus 
on our collaboration projects. We expect this to continue to grow over the coming years. 
  

Our monthly burn rate has slightly increased largely due to IP protection costs with more patents being filed, 
additional staff and industry consultants, and consumables required for increased R&D and custom epitaxy.  

 
We continue to benefit from the R&D tax rebate which has remained a consistent cash injection for the business 
year on year.  



 

 

 
As you know, we also completed a well-supported capital raise during the year, raising money through a mix of 

new and existing institutional and sophisticated investors, internationally and domestically. This has enabled us to 
invest in the major site upgrade that will accelerate our commercialisation plans during the next several years.  

 
In addition, the capital raise has also bolstered our cash runway and our cash position remains strong. We thank 
all of our shareholders for your continued support for BluGlass. 

 
Intellectual Property Update 
 
Our Intellectual Property portfolio is a critical foundation for our licensing based business model.  
 

During the year significant investment was made to expand and strengthen our patent portfolio. 

In 2018 we had a further 15 international patents granted, bringing our portfolio of granted patents from 47 to 62 
across 7 patent families. We continue to focus on filing in key semiconductor manufacturing jurisdictions across the 
globe. We are now working with leading patent attorneys both here in Australia and in the US. 
 
Overall, the development of our RPCVD technology and the BluGlass commercial prospects continue to brighten, 
underpinned by a very positive and rapidly growing industry outlook. As BluGlass heads into the 2019 financial 
year, the Board and Management are fully focused on delivering our business vision and objectives. 
 
I will now hand you over to Giles Bourne, our Managing Director. Thank-you. 
 
 
 


